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Boxcryptor update allows mobile editing of encrypted documents inside third party
apps
After an update, Boxcryptor, the encryption solution for numerous cloud providers,
allows opening, editing and saving encrypted documents on mobile devices directly
inside apps of third party providers, such as Word, Excel, or PowerPoint. This feature is
available for all users of the newest iOS or Android version of Boxcryptor.
Augsburg, XX/XX/2016: From now on Boxcryptor users can work with their encrypted
Microsoft Office documents – or with Apple’s Numbers, Pages, or Keynote – right inside the
chosen app, simple and secure. They do not have to take the detour to the encryption app,
but can open, edit and save files right inside the third party app, by choosing Boxcryptor and
their cloud provider as storage location. This simplifies workflows on mobile devices for those
who have to work with their encrypted data on the move. The user can work with his favorite
app as usual, while the encryption takes place in the background.
Boxcryptor enables users to encrypt their data with „zero knowledge“-standard before
uploading it into the cloud. Therefore, the data is protected from any kind of unauthorized
access. The files that are stored at the cloud provider are encrypted at all times. Even in the
case of a data breach, no one could take advantage of the data.
Robert Freudenreich, founder and CTO of Secomba GmbH explains: “Data security works
best when it doesn’t interrupt users in their familiar workflow. This is our purpose: data security
at its best and great user friendliness. This is why we are very pleased to be able to provide
our users with this new feature.”
Boxcryptor is available for private use and for companies and it is much appreciated by
customers in various industries in over 190 countries. A basic version, where you can encrypt
one cloud and use Boxcryptor with two devices, is available for free for private use. Singleand team licenses with more functions are available on a monthly or yearly basis. For
companies, we offer special company packages with extended team, audit and central
management features.
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Secomba GmbH – founded in 2011 and located in Augsburg – is the producer of Boxcryptor, a cloudoptimized encryption solution with more than 40.000 customers in over 190 countries worldwide. In 2012
the German Telekom honored the company Secomba with second place of the Telekom Innovation
Award. In 2014 Secomba received the German Founder Award in the category “startup”.

